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ABSTRACT

He study, through computer simulation, a crucial step of Bioge-

nesis, namely the growth of self-replicating codified DNA-like poly-

mers starting from a mixture of oligomers. We have adopted the growth

scheme that has been recently proposed by Ferreira and Tsallis which

incorporates usual ideas of autocatalysis through ccnpleraentary pairs

and within which a central role is played by the hydrogen-like links

(characterized by the probabilities p and p of chemical bonding
At t(i

of the A-T and C-G pairs respectively) between the two chains of the

growing polymer. He find that the average equilibrium polymeric length

Ç diverges, for any fixed ratio (l-pAT)/£H>CG),as Ç« l//l-pAT# Selection of

patterns may happen at all stages and in particular at chemical equi_

librium. Selection occurs via two different mechanisms: (i) away fran

the critical point p _ =prr »1 if p._ i~9rni (Ü) both on and away from the
AX tu AX CO

critical point if the initial concentrations of nucleotides (A,T, C

and 6 or their precursors) are different.

Key-words: Biogenesis; Growth; DNA polymer; Computer simulation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

How did l i f e appear on Earth? This question i s . so fundamental that

i t i s -worthwhile inves t iga t ing every p o s s i b l e mechanism that can lead

to an answer [ 1 - 4 ] . A cruc ia l s t ep of Biogenesis i s the growth of

s e l f - r e p l i c a t i n g codi f ied DNA-like polymers s tar t ing from a mixture

of oligomers (monomers, dimers, tr imers , etc.) [ 5 - 1 2 ] , By "DNA-like"

we refer to double-chains of nucleot ides l i k e adenine (A), thymine (T),

cytosine (C) and guanine (G). For the present purposes, the relevant

links between the two chains are assumed to respect Crick and Watson-

l ike complementarity [ 1 3 ] , i . e . . , they occur between ocrpplanentary pairs

(A-T and C-G); the bond within each of these pairs i s assumed t o be

a hydrogen-bridge (or s similar linking). Let us right now make i t clear t h a t ,

when we use the notat ion DNA, A, T, C and G, we do not necessarily re

fer t o the wel l known macromolecule and i t s nuc leot ides ; the notation

might as wel l refer to t h e i r ptizcuhootio ( e . g . , i f the bas ic molecule

happens to be RNA-like [2,14-18] rather than DNA, the notat ion

A-T would then re fer t o the A-U p a i r ) .

Various mechanisms (clay [ 1 9 ] , protein [20] and aminoacid pairing

[21]) have been proposed for the growth of the polymers we are i n -

terested i n . However, autocata lys i s through A-T and C-G pair ings o c -

curing in a prebiot ic or pn.imofidia.1 soup seems the most appealing t o

us [2 ,8 ,10 -12 ,14 -18 ] ; we therefore adopt i t in the present work. More

precise ly , , we formulate our (computational) approach within the scheme

recently introduced by Ferreira and T s a l l i s [ 22 ] . Within t h i s scheme,

the prebiot ic polymeric growth would have occured as a c r i t i c a l phe-

nomenon controlled by the A-T and C-G bond f u g a c i t i e s and e s s e n t i a l l y oc

curing at thermodynamical quasi~equilibriuii.'TlR3 cuvalcnt (or covalunL-lik«)

bonds aCono the chains of the DNA-like molecule are considered quito rigid,
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and only become chemically active in auto-catalytic complementary con

figurations (sec Fig. 1). This growth mechanism being very close to

that which is responsible for the replication of DNA double-chains seems

biologically very sound. Ferreira and Tsallis have shown that differ

ent values for the A-T and C-G fugacities generate, in what concerns

the sequences of nucleotides or "codes" of the macromolecules, & elec-

tion within thi divexòity, basic condition for life.

?he present work is devoted to the computer simulation of such a

system, in order to exhibit and better understand its various ingre-

dients. We exactly define our model and algorithm in Section 2; the

body of the results is presented in Section 3.

2 MODEL AND ALGORITHM

We consider two square lattices of size Lx xL (in crystal units),

the top lattice and the bottom lattice, each with periodic boundary

conditions in both directions. On the sites of the lattices we place

A, T, C and G nucleotides (at most one nucleotide per site). We respec-

tively denote by N^ot, N*ot, NçOt and N*ot the total number of A, T, C

and G nucleotides placed in each lattice (the same quantities are as-

sumed for both lattices). Covalent bondings are possible(to form di-

mers, trimers, etc.) only within each lattice, and only along the x-dî

rection. That means that in both lattices ail the chains will be pa-

rallel to the x-axis. The hydrogen bridges can appear only between the

top and the bottom lattice. That means that if on a given site of the

top lattice there is, say, an A nucleotide, and on the same site of

the bottom lattice a T nuclcotide, then they form a complementary pair

and may form a bonding. Wo denote respectively by p and p the probabi-
AT *•"
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l i ty of chemical bonding of the A-T and C-G pairs bcU-iccn the two lattices.

The start ing configuration i s obtained by randomly placing nucle

otides in form of monomers and in form of dimers on both lattices {we

randomly place f i r s t the dimers and then the monomers). He can place,

on each l a t t i c e , N. A-monomers, N_ T-monomers, N_ C-monomers, N G-
A 1 L G

monomers, N A A AA-dimersr N A T AT-dimers, etc. The following relations

are obviously satisfied:

MT + NAI + 2NTT + NTC + NTG

NC = N C + N A C + N T C + 2 N C C + N C G

= N G + N A G + N T C + N T G + 2 N G G

and

«tot ..tot ..tot ..tot ^ i _
NA *NT + NC + NG - Lx Ly

We shall work with n[ot »NÍ o t and u!;ot -NÍ°C; the ratio N ^ / N ! ; 0 ' will
A T \t b . AC

be used as a parameter of the model but we usually consider it to be

unity. Also shall we assume that the AA, AT, TA and TT dimers appear

equally often, i.e., N A A «N T T =N A T/2; analogously
 N

C C
B N G G=N C G/2. Bl

nally, we assume N._ =N__ «NAr> sS... Summarizing, we control the con
AC 1 v Av JO mmm

centrations corresponding to each initial configuration by fixing 5
parameters, namuly N A°

C, K^ot, N A A, MC(J and NA(,.

After the starting configuration is set, the computer simulates

its time evolution. Two main processes occur: diffusion and growth.

Diffusion is simulated in the following way. We randomly choose a
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chain (or monomer) of the top lattice. We then check whether we can

•ove it one step along the positive x-direction (the first-neighbour

ing site along the *x end of the chain must be empty): if we can we

do, if we cannot we abandon it. He then randomly choose another chain

of the top lattice and check whether we can move it one step along

the positive y-direction (att first-neighbouring sites on the+y side

of the chain must be empty): if we can we do, if we cannot we abandon

it. lie repeat the operation along .the negative x-direction, and fi-

nally along the negative y-direction. Under these conditions a shift

in y-direction is less likely to occur than in x-direction since it

is less probable that all the sites along the side of the chain are

empty than that only the site at the end of the chain is empty. To bet

ter control this anisotropy in the diffusion, which essentially seems

physical to us, we have generalized the above procedure in the sense

that we choose the x-direction m times *md the y-direction m times,
x - y

and allow for m /m j£ 1. We found, however, that our final result did

not depend on m /m . The procedure used for the bottom lattice is ex
X j ^

actly the same. So we define one dl^ailon òtep by m (and m ) at-
x y

tempts of diffusion in the positive x (and y)-direction and m (and

11 ) attempts in the negative x (and y)-direction and this for each

of the two lattices. For most of our data we have chosen m =m si.
x y

The second essential process is growth. Since we want to reach

thermal equilibrium our growth mechanism must fulfill detailed balan

ce. The autocatalytic growth (and breaking) process we shall consider

is the following one: t t
1 k.

Plc£tj ;,Pright o r PleftJ jPright < — * « W
t

jPright

(3)
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where both P l e f t and p f i ht can take the values p and p , and where

the transition rates kj and k2 must satisfy

2pleftPriRht
 2pieftPright

Pleft bright» ^righc^left» + ^left* ̂ right* ^ l e f tPright

(4)

where we have assumed independence between the "left" and "right" h£

drogen-like bonds linking complementary nucleotides. At the left hand

side of Eg. (3) we have three chains of lengths £ , £. an<* £* re spec

tively; at the right hand side we have two chains, whose lengths re-

spectively are I. +£, an<* £3» t n e third chain having acted as a cata

lyser for the (covalent) junction of the other two. A Qfiowth òtzp

is defined in the following way: Randomly any site is chosen for which

a complementary pair is present on the two lattices.. If the neighbour

ing site (conventionally in negative x-direction) does not have a

complementary pair too, the growth attempt is abandoned. Otherwise

there are three possibilities: (1) between the two sites there is no

covalent bond in either of the lattices, (2) there is a covalent bond

in only one of the lattices, and (3) there are covalent bonds in both

lattices. In the first case the growth step is abandoned. In the se-

cond case the open bond will be closed by a covalent bond with proba

bility P l e £ tP r i g h t, i.e., with probability pj[T, pATpC(, or p£ c de-

pending if the two complementary pairs were both of the type A-T, one

of type A-T and one of type C-G, or both of type C-G. Finally, in

the third case, one of the two (randomly rhospn) covalent bonds will

be destroyeo with probability (1-P l c f tP ri ghc
) / 2' ie' d-pJ T)/2,

U-P A TP C G)/2 or (l-p£c)/2 depending on if the xroinplementary pairs were

both of type A-T, one of type A-T and one of type C-G, or both of
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type C-G. Through this rule a thermodynamical equilibrium is well de

fined since a detailed balance condition is fulfilled. The variables

PA_ and p G determine the "willingness" of a complementary pair to

contribute to the creation of a covalcnt bond. Since the probability

of having two neighbouring complementary pairs is low, only a small

fraction of growth steps is successful, typically only about every

hundredth for the parameters that we are going to use.

In the time development, both processes, diffusion and growth,

must be mixed. So we define one timo. 6tzp as consisting of first m,

diffusion steps and then m growth steps. In most cases we have chosen
o

m.tsn =10. After the application of some time steps, a certain amount
a g

of the originally placed monomers and aimers has grown into longer

chains (trimers, tetramers,...,polymers). In Fig. 2 we show a typi-

cal configuration at two different times (since the chains are aligned

in the x-direction we have chosen L larger than L ). Finally, if
x y

enough time steps have been applied the chain-length distribution n»

will come into some equilibrium, where n» is defined as the number of

chains of length I. In Fig. 3 we show a typical equilibrium distribu

tion of chain lengths. This distribution decreases monotonically like

the cluster-size distribution of percolation and opposed to what is

found in many irreversible cluster aggregation models [23,24]. We

monitored two quantities that are related to n.: the mean chain length

Ç = <t> * I U n.) / T n. and its fluctuation A = * * 1 / z

I I tt2n,)/ I n.-<l>')
tml t t-l *

1/2

In order to control statistical fluctuations we used the following

procedure: First m time steps were discarded to assure that the sys

tern be in equilibrium. Then each m# time steps we extract the data

from our system and at the end we take the average value over all
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these data, m is usually chosen to be 200. In addition we also

average over several starting configurations, but it turns out from

our data that this second averaging is not really- necessary; it

seems* that our system is ergodic. In addition to Ç and A we also

monitor the length I of the longest chain found at a given time
max

step.

One of our central aims is to see if some selection of patterns

(or codes) naturally occurs in our model under an appropriate choice

of parameters. It is not easy to quantify selection. In addition,

useful quantities like the entropy [25] are very hard to obtain

accurately via numerical simulations. We have opted, therefore,

for a very simplified approach: He look at how often a certain ty_

pe of covalent bond appears. So we calculate the fraction f ._ of

A» T

covalent bonds that are of type (A,T), i.e., A-A, A-T , T-A or

T-T; the fraction f_ of covalent bonds that are of type (C,G), i.e,

C-C, C-G, G-C or G-C, and the fraction f of covalent bonds that are
A,t

Of type (A,C), i.e. A-C, C-A, A-G, G-A, T-C, C-T, T-G or G-T.

The fraction is taken with respect to all covalent bonds on both

lattices. At the initial time of any configuration we have
(5.a)

(5.b)

A'C "NAA +NAT + NTT +NCC + *CG + NCC + NAC + NAG ̂ T C +NTG

At any time f^T + t^Q • f ^ - 1.

In addition to fractions f. _,, f_ _ and f. „, we also monitor

the distribution of these three types of covalent bonds according

to the chain lengths, i . e . , we determine nVr, n£'C and n^'

A,

c,

T '"N

G U N A A ;

* N A T -

> N A T '

NAA

>NCC +

Ncc
• N c c +

NAC

+ NAT
NCG +

• N C G

NCG +

+ NAG

+ NTT
N + N

wl> A t

+ NGG
N G G + N A C -

+ NTC * NTG

^NAG"

^ N A C -

* N TC

^ N TC

f N T G

t N T G
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which t e l l how many covalent bonds of type (A,T), (C,G) and <A,C)

there are in a chain of length I. Through a convenient nasalization,

we may impose n.* + n . ' + n» = 1. To i l l u s t r a t e the e f fec t

of se l ec t ion we show, in F ig . 4, n.* and n» ' obtained for a

specific choice of parameters. Clearly,, the two quantities behave differently;
A T

n . ' has larger values and fluctuates more for intermediate chains lengths

(5<£ <20). This disparity between oovalent bonds of type (A,T) and type (C,G) is

for us evidence t h a t not a l l p a t t e r n s appear equally often but t h a t

some of them have been se lec ted to appear p r e f e r e n t i a l l y .

3 RESULTS

How long and how large do we need to simulate in order to get rea-

sonable results? Let us start by looking at a couple of

histograms: the development of Ç in time as shown in Fig. 5 for

both isotropic (m = m si) and anisotropic (m =1, m =9) diffu

x y x y

s ion . At about 20000 time s teps t h i s 160 x10 system seems t o come

so close to equilibrium that the stat ist ical fluctuations seem to be of the same

order of magnitude of the systematic deviation from equilibrium, so m =20000 is
eq

reasonable. Furthermore, we see in Fig. 5 that the fluctuations in

Ç increase with increasing Ç which comes from the fact that the

change in length of a chain at one breaking is proportional to the

length itself. Another interesting effect is» that, instead of the most

common exponential approach to equilibrium, we have here a nearly

linear increase. Specifically, at very early times the slope is smal-

ler than at later times. This uncommon behaviour presumably romps,

among other», from the fact that the monomers ir.u3t enter into

a chain before they can be active as a complementary pair to a

growth process. Comparison between Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) exhibits the
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statistical irrelevance of anisotropy in the diffusion steps. The

time needed to perform a simulation such as those presented in Fig. 5

is about 10 minutes on. an IBM 360/158.

To estimate the system size needed for a given choice of para-

meters it is good to see how long the longest chain was that ever

appeared during a given simulation. For the simulation of Fig. 5 (a) /

for instance, it was 67, so that L. = 160 seems enough.

An important result concerns the existence of critical points,

namely a choice of parameters at which the equilibrium characteris-

tic length Ç of the chain diverges. Such a point is of deep in-

terest in Biogenesis since, if the Ferreira and Tsallis picture

for this prebiotic stage is correct, only approaching such a crit-

ical point one can generate arbitrarily long DNA chains. The most

xelevant parameters of our model are P and p since they contain

in some way the external variables of the physical situation like

temperature, pressure, humidity, various salt concentrations, light

intensity, etc. We will therefore explore first the (pAT,prr) plane.

In Pig. 6 we see how the equilibrium value of Ç changes along three

different paths in the (PAT'PCG^ P^ane« Clearly £ seems to diverge

only at p A T = p = l which is therefore the only critical point

of our problem. This is a consequence of the one-dimensional natu-

re of our growth model. We can speculate that, if our polymer model

had an effective topological dimensionality higher than one (due,

for instance, to cross-links in a folded double-chain), we would

have critical line.* in the (p.,,p.J plane (like those appearing

in Rcfc. [22]) instead of a unicju? rrii-iral point pA1=pCG = l. But

coming back to our one-dimensional model, if one approaches (p,.,,/P ~) =

(1,0.9)/ for instance, the value of C appears to converge towards

a finite value. The divergence of Ç at the critical point is consistent
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with a power law,

(6)

because the points in Fig. 6 lie quite well on straight lines. The

exponent x does not depend on the path used to approach the critical

point. We find x=0.49 ±0.05, which suggests that Eq. (6) could well

be a square-root behaviour: x=l/2. The proportionality constant of

Eq. (4) does, however, change if the path in the (o._,p__) plane is
AT CG

changed. A formula that fits reasonably well all of our data is

where A is of order unity.

The average longest chain t and the fluctuations A of the chain

length also diverge with a powerlaw like that of Eq. (6) with the

same exponent x within the statistical error bars. This is seen in

Fig. 7 for one of the paths of Fig. 6 that approaches the critical

point.

Let us now come back to selection and consider the ratio rHf /f .
A,T u,u

If one approaches the critical point along the line p.~,sPrr, one al

ways has r=l within the statistical fluctuations. Cn the other hand

we show, in Fig. 8, what happens if one approaches the critical point

along the line l-p__=4(l-p ). We see that r >1 on the whole line,

except possibly at the critical point itself. Approaching the criti-

cal point r-1 vanishes (i.e., f -f tends to vanish) in a way that
A f 1 t* f v

seems to be described by a powerlaw since the data in the log-log

plot of Fig. 8 1 in r.oro or 1 osr. on a straight- line. We con-

clude from this that for all values pAT/prr there will be some sclec
A1 CG *~
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tion in equilibrium; but since for the critical point itself p
A 1

equals pnr» we cannot get selection for infinitely long chains in the
CG

present conditions (namely t N " C = N Ç O C and N A A
= N

c c=
N
A C/

2>• Thus a possi.

ble scenario for selection in Biogenesis could have been that nature

approached the critical point along a line pAV£pn~ so that f. _^f_ _,
Ai L>b A, 1 L.,0

and that before the critical point was reached the system started,

for some reason, to defy thermal equilibrium by undergoing various

non-equilibrium processes which would ultimately lead to a partial £

solation of the system from the exterior by means of membranes. In

any event it is very unlikely that nature ever reached the critical point

also because infinitely long chains do not exist.

Another selection mechanism can be related to asymmetries in the

starting configuration, i.e., if we do not demand any more N t o t=N t o t and N =
A c AA

N =NAf,/2. It is of course probable that the prebiotic soup was not
CC At

that symmetric and for that reason we also investigated other starting

configurations. First we looked at the case where N^ot:=N^ot but the
A 1#

aimers have different concentrations; so we chose N =18, Nc_=2 and

N . « B 1 2 for p.-ep-,, in an 80x10 system. We found that the equilibrium
A l« AT CG

times were somewhat longer than in the symmetric case but, except for

that, al*l equilibrium properties were essentially identical. So we

conclude that disparities in the original concentrations of aimers do

disappear in the course of equilibration. One should, however, re-

mark that all types of dimers must be represented at the beginning by

at least one sample because otherwise, due to our complementarity me

chanism, this particular type of covalent bond will never be created

during the growth.

The other/ more radical, asymmetry that can be introduced in the

•tarting configuration is N*ot^N'ot. Specifi^ally we looked at N'ot»272,
Aw ANçO t=144, NAA»18, N c c «2 and NAC*12 a t PAT«PCC An an 80x10 system. He
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found, while approaching the critical point, r=5±l, i.e., a very

strong preference for covalcnt bonds of type (A,T). This is there-

fore another possible selection mechanism which works even for pAT=

p and which subsists even at the critical point. The appearance of

this type of selection is very easy to understand: since the total

number of A and T núcleotides is larger than the total number of C

and G nucleotides, it is more likely to find covalent bonds of the

type (A,T) than covalent bonds of the type (C,G) in the patterns.

4 CONCLUSION

Following along the lines of the Ferreira and Tsallis scheme

for the growth of self-replicating codified DNA-like polymers in a

prebiotic soup, we have simulated the phenomenon by a computer try-

ing to make the model as realistic as possible without complicating

it beyond our computational capacities. So we introduced: (i) straight

DNA-like chains that are aligned along a unique direction and that

perform a two-dimensional diffusion (instead of possibly very folded

chains that can quite freely rotate and that perform a three-dimen-

sional diffusion); (ii) discrete (instead of continuous) time and

space; (iii) sequential diffusion and growth processes (whereas it

seems more realistic that they have quite frequently occured simul-

taneously) ; (iv) bi-planar configuration for autocatalysis (whereas

it seems more realistic to occur in all directions); (v) fugacity-

variables only for the A-T and C-G hydrogen-like bondings, the fuga

cities of the 10 possible first-neighbour covalent bonds being held

infinitely strong (which clearly is but a first approximation); (vi)

an autocatalytic growth (and breaking) process which takes into ac-
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count the possible presence of complementarity links only on the two

nuclcotides involved in the first-neighbour covalent bond (in fact it

is not obvious that nuclcotides others than those do not play an ap-

preciable role); (vii) independent occurrence of the two first-neigh

bouring hydrogen-like bondings responsible for the autccatalysis of a

covalent bond (whereas some correlation cannot be excluded). In spite

of these many simplifying assumptions, it seems a priori quite plau-

sible (and the results reinforce a posteriori this belief) that the

main ingredients have been retained in our model. In particular, the

fact that we have allowed, together with the growth process, its re-

verse (breaking) process enables the system to achieve thermodynamic

equilibrium, for each choice of parameters.

Our main results have been that only for p._,=p« =1 our chains grow
AX LC>

infinitely long, and the equilibrium average chain length, its fluc-

tuation as well as the longest chain length diverge at this point like

l//l-p _. Selection, i.e. preference of some patterns over others,

can occur if p.-^p o r *•* i n t n e starting configuration the total num

ber of the different species of nucleotides is chosen differently.

The whole picture suggests, for the particular stage of Biogenesis

under discussion, that the main ingredients of a Darwinian-like mole

cular evolution, namely diversity and selection, can be naturally in

corporated in a scheme of thermodynamical quasi-equilibrium. The phe

nomenon essentially looks like a critical one, the most relevant ex-

ternal parameters being the fugacities of the hydrogen-like bridges

between the nucleotides of complementary pairs.

Certainly our work is not exhaustive. A detailed investigation of

the influence of the starting configurations would be welcome. A bet

ter understanding of the peculiar increase of the chain length at

early times, as well as of our square-root laws and Eg. (7) is also
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needed. Finally, would it be interesting to include some more rea-

listic features into our model.

Fruitful discussions with R. Ferreira and A.O. Caride at the

early stages of this work are gratefully acknowledged. One of us

(H.J.H.) has benefited from a Guggenheim Fellowship.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 - Example for the formation of a covalent bond ( ) between two

chains through a third chain (G-A) which is attached by hy-

drogen-like bondings (....); PAT(PCG) denote the probability

of the chemical bond A-T (C-G) to occur.

Pig. 2 - Starting configuration (a) and configuration after 3000 time

steps (b) for p = p =0.975 in one of the two lattices of a

system of size (L ,L )=(20,10).
* y

Pig. 3 - Equilibrium chain length distribution n. (in arbitrary units)

obtained for pAT=0.995 and pC(J=0.98 after 40000 time steps.

The parameters are L =160, L =10, N*ot=NÍ;ot=416, N..= KL- =
X y A C A A OC

NAC/2=16, mx=my=l.
A T f* C*

Fig. 4 - Distributions n»' and n.' (in arbitrary units) of covalent

bonds of type (A,T) and of type (C,G) according to the length

t of the chain. Same parameters as in Pig. 3.

Fig. 5 - Histogram of Ç obtained with: (á) the same parameters of Fig.

3; (b)

(1,9).

3; (b) the same parameters of Fig. 3 except for (m ,m )=
X y

Fig. 6 - Log-log plot of Ç against l-p.T at equilibrium along three
A x

d i f f e r e n t paths in the (PAT/PCG> p lane: PCG=PAT U>; ^ P C G *

4(1 -P . V ) (o) and p._=0.9 (A). In the i n s e r t we show these three
A l l»l»

paths in the (PAT/PCG) plane itself. For all runs the starting

configuration has been chosen completely symmetric, .i.e.,

and NAA*Ncc-NAC/2, and
Fig. 7 - Log-log plot of A(») and lnaxW) against 1-PAT along the path

l«p =4(l-p._) and the same starting conditions as in Fig. 6.
CC AT

Fig. 8 - Log-log plot of r-1 against 1-PAT along the same path and

starting conditions of Fig. 7. For two values of p T we have

represented two different statistical samples to exhibit the

magnitude of the fluctuations.
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